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ABSTRACT
User-stories are commonly used to define requirements in agile
project management. In Software Product Lines (SPL), a user-story
corresponds to a feature description (or part of it), that can be shared
by several products. In practice, large SPL include a huge number
of user-stories, making variability hard to grasp and handle. In
this paper we present an exploratory approach that aims to guide
the synthesis of Feature Models that capture and structure the
commonalities and the variability expressed in these user-stories.
The built Feature Models aim to help the project understanding,
maintenance and evolution. Our approach first decomposes the
user-stories to extract the roles and the features, using natural
language processing techniques. In a second step, we group user-
stories having the same topics thanks to a clustering method. This
contributes to extract more general features. In a third step, we
leverage the use of Formal Concept Analysis to extract logical
constraints between the features that guide FeatureModel synthesis.
We illustrate our approach using a dataset from our industrial
partner.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software reverse engineer-
ing; Software configurationmanagement and version control
systems; Agile software development.
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Software Product Line, Agile Process, User Story, Reengineering,
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In modern IT projects, development teams organize themselves
around Agile project specifications, like epics and user-stories dis-
tributed over sprints. Nowadays, many industrial projects are con-
ducted based on this organization and leverage the use of platforms,
like Github, Gitlab, Jira or Bitbucket. In parallel, Software Product
Lines (SPL) are successfully introduced in a growing number of
projects, for their qualities regarding the efficient development of
similar products. Combining Agile approaches and SPL paradigm
is challenging, raising organizational, technical and social ques-
tions [17]. Integrating Agile development methods in existing SPL
has been considered for example in [18].

Our working context is a collaboration with an industrial partner
(ITK1) which currently develops a family of similar applications for
agriculture decision-making (e.g. yield forecast and disease preven-
tion) with an Agile approach. The partner is willing to migrate to
an SPL approach, thus considering an inverse problem compared
to [18]. The partner builds its applications based on specifications
written through user-stories and on a well documented code base,
managed on a Gitlab server. As a step towards a migration to an
SPL, our work aims at analyzing their large set of user-stories to
evaluate if it is possible to use them for guiding a feature model
synthesis [30, 31].

In this paper, we present our preliminary work conducted to
achieve this goal. We have designed a process which takes as input
a set of user-stories and which produces a set of logical constraints
that aim to guide to potential feature models. This process goes
through multiple steps in which user-stories are analyzed using
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools to identify

1https://www.itk.fr/en/
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roles and features [35]. Then features are grouped into topics
to identify more abstract features and to introduce a specializa-
tion hierarchy in the feature model. At last we leverage the use of
Formal Concept Analysis [16] in order to identify and structure
variability among the features depending on roles. We conjecture
that these logical constraints are a relevant help in synthesizing
feature models, as proposed in [9].

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present the research questions tackled in this paper. We
outline the proposed approach to answer these research questions
in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a guide to build feature models
from the produced logical constraints. We present the related work
in Section 5, and then conclude in Section 6.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Before going into the details of the proposed solution, we present
the research questions tackled in this exploratory work.

RQ. :How can user-stories of a software family be used for
guiding feature models synthesis?We split this question into
two sub-questions that respectively focus on identifying roles and
(concrete) features, abstract features and logical constraints. In our
industrial context, different roles do not share concrete features,
but the abstract features may be shared. The logical constraints are
to be used for guiding the building of a feature model.

RQ1. :How to identify roles and features fromuser-stories?
Our partner actively uses the user-stories as the means for specify-
ing the applications and maintaining this specification up-to-date.
We then rely on these user-stories as a trusted source for finding
the features of the partner applications. Most of these user-stories
are composed of only two parts, respectively describing a role, and
the functionality written from the point of view of this role. We
hypothesize they correspond to ’features’ in the meaning of SPLs.

RQ2. : How to identify the logical constraints that could
guide the feature model synthesis? Once the features are iden-
tified for each application and role in this application, we dispose
of a flat (tabular) description of the variability. This description
implicitly contains the logical constraints, that we aim to identify
and structure. Nevertheless, a feature model is not only a represen-
tation of a set of logical constraints. It is also built along ontological
relationships (e.g. is-a, or refines) that our approach does not cap-
ture. In this work, we focus on assisting an expert in synthesizing
a feature model by combining her ontological expertise and the
identified logical constraints.

3 OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH
In order to answer the previous research questions, we have de-
signed a process which is depicted in Figure 1. The process takes
as input a set of user-stories of different products of the same “in-
formal” family. These user-stories are analyzed throughout this
process to produce at the end a set of structured logical constraints
that aim to guide the building process of a feature model. In the
following subsections, we detail the three steps of the process. Steps
1 and 2 answer RQ1; Step 3 answers RQ2.

Step 1. Processing User-Stories as Text Documents. User-stories are
described using the following template, which is a quite common
way of describing this kind of software requirements, as mentioned
in [11]:

“As a [persona], I [want to], [so that].”
• Persona = the role that interacts with the application;
• Want to = the feature we want to identify;
• So that = the final goal of the user-story. In our partner
user-stories, this part is not often described. We have thus
simply ignored it in our work.

We use an illustrative example inspired by our partner applications2.
It contains 12 user-stories, appearing in 3 decision-making soft-

ware dedicated to Vine, Orchard and Almond crops respectively.,
e.g. US1 and US12 are:
“As a Farmer, I can refresh the predicted weather.”
“As an Admin, I can relaunch all failed simulations.”

Products x User-Stories

Products x (Roles x
Features)

Logical constraints structured
in an AOC-poset

Products x (Roles x
Features)  

+ AbstractFeatures

Input

Output

Formal Concept Analysis

NLP incl.
POS Tagging

Topic Identification

Figure 1: Proposed Process to Synthesize FeatureModels from
User-Stories.

In the first step, we analyze each user-story using NLP tech-
niques, including tokenization, removal of stop words, lemmati-
zation, and then POS (Part-Of-Speech) Tagging [6]. This analysis
has two purposes: separate the role and the feature from the user-
stories and prepare the clustering (Step 2). In Step 1, POS tagging
allows us to separate roles from the initial set of features, e.g. US1 is
separated into: ’Farmer’ (the role), and ’refresh the predicted
weather’ (the feature). The role is extracted from a user-story by
considering the “first nominal group” as a POS tag. We then dis-
tribute the features in different sets, each set corresponding to a
role. Table 1 schematizes the distribution of the 12 user-stories of
our example over the products and the roles. The remaining steps
separately apply on each set of features (one per role).

Step 2. Topic Modeling. In order to have a richer set of features,
we leverage the use of a clustering method, currently K-Means [7],
to identify “Topics”. These topics aim to represent more abstract

2The example can be shown at: https://gite.lirmm.fr/tgeorges/artefacts-guiding-feature-
models-synthesis-from-user-stories-an-exploratory-approach
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Table 1: Schematizing an example: 12 user-stories from 3
products, distributed along the identified roles. Features,
products and roles after NLP. Row i corresponds to the user-
story i without the role and the part "I can", "I want to be
able", "I know".

Products Roles
Features Feat. no. Vine Orchard Almond Farmer Admin

refresh the predicted weather 1 x x x
CRUD plots 2 x x x x
edit the parameters of a plot
(current season)

3 x x x

sort my plots in the list 4 x x
filter my plots in the list 5 x x
export observation data for a plot 6 x x
know when my plots
will be in danger

7 x x x

manage my irrigations and
recommendations in my favorite unit

8 x x

choose my preferred
irrigation unit in my user-settings

9 x x

view my irrigation
recommendations in my favorite unit

10 x x x

CRUD a farmer 11 x x x
relaunch all failed simulations 12 x x x x

features that may appear later as intermediate nodes in the synthe-
sized feature models. We start from the set of features identified in
the user-stories. At this point, the user-stories are tokenized, lem-
matized and POS tagged to get a better result during the clustering.
The following user-story "As a Farmer, I can manage my irrigations
and recommendations in my favorite unit" is transformed into: man-
age irrigations recommendations favorite unit. The Part of speech
tagging provides as an output: “manage_VB irrigations_NNS
recommendations_NNS favorite_JJ unit_NN”, with “VB” stands
for a verb, “NN” for a noun, “NNS” for a plural noun and “JJ” for an
adjective.

Since clustering methods require the choice of a number of clus-
ters that we cannot know a priori, we used Elbow method [32] to
identify the optimal number of clusters for our data. This method
measures the distribution of our input data and tries to optimize
the number of clusters so that intra-cluster cohesion is maximized.

Elbow and K-Means need data represented as numbers. In our
case, we provide these methods with vector representations of
features. For doing so, we have used Doc2Vec [20] to vectorize the
extracted features. The vectorization puts the user-stories to a d-
dimension vector (d is the number of user-stories), like for example
<0.4125, -1.6098, 0.6047, ... ,-1.4257, -1.2321>. Then,
K-Means uses euclidean distance to group the nearest user-stories
to form clusters.

Given a set of observations (x1, x2, ..., xn), where each obser-
vation is a d-dimensional real vector, k-Means clustering aims to
partition the n observations into k (≤ n) sets S = {S1,S2, ...,Sk} so as
to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares.

The choice of Elbow, K-Means and Doc2Vec is motivated by the
good results obtained with them in existing works [4, 12], their
complete documentation and the existence of an effective tool sup-
port. K-Means is a common used clustering method. In our case it
was the most effective method, compared to other methods that we
have experimented on our dataset, including LSA/LSI and LDA.

The topics obtained for our example are depicted in Table 2. They
appear in the ’AbstractFeatures’ column. Currently the abstract

features have no automatically generated name. This is left as future
work and has been done manually for our example.

Step 3. Logical constraints identification and structuring in an AOC-
poset. In the third step, we use Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for
highlighting and structuring the logical constraints, similarly to [9].
Information obtained after topic modeling (e.g. Table 2) is split
into as many tables as there are roles. These new tables (called
formal contexts according to the vocabulary of FCA) describe the
different products by their identified features and abstract features.
The formal context is shown for the role Farmer

in Table 3. Formal concepts can be extracted from these formal
contexts. A formal concept is a maximal group of products (extent)
associated with the maximal group of features (intent) they share.
For example {𝑂𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑,𝑉 𝑖𝑛𝑒,𝐴𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑑}, {(2), 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡} is
a concept that can be extracted from Table 3. The formal concepts
of a formal context can be structured with a specialization order
based on their intent inclusion. This leads to a hierarchical repre-
sentation, as shown in Figure 2. The representation is simplified
so that a feature (resp. a product) of a concept is inherited in its
sub-concepts (resp. super-concepts). We restrict here the concepts
to those that introduce a product or a feature. The resulting hier-
archy is called an AOC-poset3. The AOC-Poset can be interpreted
into a propositional logic formula which is equivalent to the one
expressed in the Formal Context [8]. In this AOC-poset, we can
visually read mandatory features, feature co-occurrences, mutex
and implications, and candidate OR and XOR groups as explained
in [9]. For example, Feature CRUD ...(2) , being in Top Concept
0, is a mandatory feature. Feature manage my irrigations and
recommendations in my favorite unit (8) (in sub-concept 4)
implies Feature view my irrigation recommendations in my
favorite unit (10) (in super-concept 5). Other constraints are
discussed in Section 4.

Implementation. We are developing a prototype tool to imple-
ment the previous process. Our preprocessing and topic modeling
are implemented in Python thanks to the large number of available
well documented tools and libraries. For example Gensim has been
used for topic modeling and nltk for NLP. Formal Concept Analysis
tasks are implemented using Cogui 4, a tool for graph based knowl-
edge representation and management that also implements FCA.
Finally editing the feature model is done in the FeatureIDE plugin
for Eclipse5.

4 GUIDING THE BUILDING OF A FEATURE
MODEL FROM THE AOC-POSET

In this section, we aim to highlight the potential of the approach
for guiding experts during a feature model synthesis. The guidance
begins with the supply of the AOC-Poset depicted in Figure 2 and
ends with a feature model as shown in Figure 3. We hereafter
present examples of the guidance process.

We observe in the AOC-Poset that the abstract feature Plot Man-
agement and the feature CRUD plots (2) are shared by all the prod-
ucts (mandatory), as they are both introduced in the top concept.
3AOC-poset stands for a Partially Ordered Set of Attribute Object introducing Concepts
(concepts that introduce an attribute or an object).
4https://www.lirmm.fr/cogui/
5https://featureide.github.io/
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Table 2: Data after topic modeling: The columns AbstractFeatures have been added to Table 1. Weather, Plot and Irrigation are
short names in the text for WeatherManagement, PlotManagement and IrrigationManagement.

Products Roles AbstractFeatures

Features Features no. Vine Orchard Almond Farmer Admin
Weather
Management

Plot
Management

Irrigation
Management

Simulation
Management

Farmer
Management

refresh the predicted weather 1 x x x x
CRUD plots 2 x x x x x
edit the parameters of a plot
(current season)

3 x x x x

sort my plots in the list 4 x x x
filter my plots in the list 5 x x x
export observation data for a plot 6 x x x
know when my plots will be in danger 7 x x x x
manage my irrigations and
recommendations in my favorite unit

8 x x x

choose my preferred irrigation
unit in my user-settings

9 x x x

view my irrigation
recommendations in my favorite unit

10 x x x x

CRUD a farmer 11 x x x x
relaunch all failed simulations 12 x x x x x

Table 3: Formal Context for the Farmer role.

Farmer Features AbstractFeatures
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Weather Plot Irrigation

Vine x x x x x x x x x x
Orchard x x x x x x x x
Almond x x x x x

One of them could be used to root the feature model or the experts
could consider that none of them is the root. Let us suppose that
they choose the second solution, rooting the feature model in a
general feature called FeaturesOfFarmer. Below the root, the two
mandatory features should appear. They can be positioned at the
same level, or not. The expert may know that CRUD plots is a spe-
cialization of the abstract feature PlotManagement, or this could be
deduced from the fact that CRUD plots is an element of the group
PlotManagement formed at Step 2.

The abstract featuresWeatherManagement and IrrigationMan-
agement are introduced in the sibling Concepts 1 and 5. The extents
of Concepts 1 and 5 intersect (Vine is a common product of both),
and their union covers the extent of Concept 0. This suggests that
WeatherManagement and IrrigationManagement are (1) either two
optional features, (2) or children in an OR group. These optional
or children features can be rooted (a) in FeaturesOfFarmer, (b)
in PlotManagement, (c) in CRUD a plot. Let us consider that the
experts choose solution (1)(a). Feature 2 (CRUD a plot) and other
features related to plots (3,4,5,6,7) are attached by the experts below
PlotManagement. Features 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 are optional fea-
tures as they are not shared by the 3 products. Other information
can be extracted from the AOC-poset for these features due to their
position in the concepts. For example, sort my plots in the list (4)
and filter my plots in the list (5) appear in the same concept, belong
to the same abstract feature and are co-occurring. This can be used
to generate the crosscutting constraint: sort my plots in the list ⇔
filter my plots in the list which is shown below the feature model of
Figure 3. For two features from the same concept extent without
the same abstract feature, the crosscutting constraints are more

susceptible to be accidental. In all cases, the experts have to assess
these constraints.

Concept 5 and its sub-concepts 3 and 4 introduce, besides the
abstract feature IrrigationManagement, concrete features that refine
it (features 6, 8, 9 ,10), and feature 6 which is related to plots. As
features 8, 9 and 10 were grouped at Step 2 in the group called
IrrigationManagement, and at least one of them should be present
in a product, the experts may choose to make them children in an
OR group. The AOC-poset indicates that every feature among 6, 8
and 9 implies feature 10. The experts are free to use this information
or to consider that these are accidental implications observed due
to the low number of analyzed products (only 3).

Concept 1 introduces the abstract featureWeatherManagement
and the three concrete features it groups (features 1, 3, 7). As the
examined products contain at least one of these 3 concrete features,
the experts are inclined to make them children in an OR group in
the feature model rooted atWeatherManagement.

0 (I: 2, E: 3)

PlotManagement
CRUD...(2)

 

1 (I: 6, E: 2)

WeatherManagement
refresh...(1)

edit...(3)
know...(7)

 

2 (I: 8, E: 1)

sort...(4)
filter...(5)

Orchard

3 (I: 10, E: 1)

export...(6)
choose...(9)

Vine

5 (I: 4, E: 2)

IrrigationManagement
view...(10)

 

4 (I: 5, E: 1)

manage...(8)

Almond

Figure 2: The Farmer AOC-Poset.

We launched the complete process on 127 formatted user-stories
from our industrial partner. They describe the features of 8 products.
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The number of clusters determined by the Elbow method ranges
between 10 and 15 with 10 features on each on average. At first
glance, the formed clusters share similar features, but we need to
analyze thoroughly the obtained results. We plan in the near future
to evaluate the quality of the obtained clusters with our industrial
partner, and to build the feature model with them, as described
previously.

Figure 3: One possible Farmer Feature Model.

We are aware that the construction of the feature model requires
some work from the domain expert, who is guided by the AOC-
Poset. First she/he needs to identify the logical constraints to taking
them into consideration to build a consistent feature model. The
interpretation of the AOC-Poset is required from the domain expert,
and this may require some effort from a beginner with FCA. In a
future work, we plan to evaluate the overhead of this interpretation
by measuring the efforts necessary to produce the feature model
from the AOC-Poset. We also envisage to provide an assistance in
this interpretation, based for example on the work of Jessie Galasso-
Carbonnel et al. on equivalence classes of feature models in [9].

5 RELATEDWORK
In our work we have been inspired by several similar approaches,
like the use of NLP to exploit user-stories to generate UML use case
diagrams [23] or to generate UML sequence diagrams [14].

The work in [6] leverages the use of topic modeling and POS-
tagging, as in our work, for supporting creativity in Requirement
engineering. In contrast to our work, this approach does not deal
with user-stories and does not consider feature models.

Some related works [24, 33] assessed the effectiveness of user-
stories in software development processes. They however do not
address the specific context of software product lines. A focus on
Requirement engineering in a software product lines context has
been developed in [3]. For pre-processing, the authors use NLP
techniques equivalent to those used in our process. But, in con-
trast to our work, they do not consider user-stories, but another
type of requirements. The interest of an automatic technique for
requirement analysis with natural language processing is shown
in [2]. We used some equivalent methods and tools to transform

textual specifications into visual models as detailed in [26] to de-
sign our approach. A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on 13
studies highlights the systematic use of NPL techniques for feature
identification on requirements described in natural language [5].
We tried some of the proposed techniques (e.g. POS tagging, LSA,
LDA, k-means) and it would be relevant to consider some others in
future work (e.g. hierarchical agglomerative tagging).

Formal concept analysis has been used in software product lines
for addressing several tasks, e.g. for requirements [25], for logical
constraints extraction [15, 22], feature model synthesis [27], for
feature-to-code traceability [28], recovering SPL architecture [29],
or for feature location in [1, 34].

To complete our process, in a future work, we plan to apply
feature location techniques based on agile requirements. Some
techniques that may inspire us are detailed in [10, 13, 21]. One of
our future works is also to improve our topic modeling by the use
of an ontology as in [19].

6 CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper a preliminary research work on the
analysis of Agile software specifications (in our case user-stories)
of a product family, to identify features and guide feature model
synthesis. For doing so, we designed a process that leverages the
use of a variety of techniques, including NLP ones, Clustering and
Formal Concept Analysis. We illustrated this process on a small
set of user-stories inspired by a real-world project of our industrial
partner. In the near future, we plan to evaluate the approach by
taking into consideration the whole dataset of user-stories of our
industrial partner, in addition to other datasets of user-stories from
open-source repositories.Wewill probably face some scalability and
“dirty data” issues with such large datasets. We need in these cases
to proceed to some decomposition and cleansing tasks upfront in
the process. We will probably also need an ontology to represent the
vocabulary of the domain of user-stories to better identify clusters.

We also will design a methodology and a tool, inspired by [9], to
assist the experts in feature model synthesis. As a perspective to this
work, we plan to analyze other useful information that accompany
user-stories, like commit contents, merge requests and technical
issues in order to refine feature model synthesis and then to proceed
to feature location.
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